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The purpose of t h i s  note is to  describe a systematic and ac-%rate 
procedure for calculating the rates of non-resonant nuclear reactions at 
e t e l h r  temperatures and t o  Indicate the appoximatlona that  are inVolvedJ 
and the corrections that are necessary, when using the currently fashionable 
formulse (Cau@lan and F&hr 1962; Parker, Babcall, and Fouler 1964). 
The number of nuclear reactions, P, occurring per un i t  of time per 
un i t  ob m l u w  between nuclei of type one and type two l a  
-1 
P = nln2 (1 + UU) ( U V )  , 
where nl and n2 are the number densities of nuclei of type one and two and 
(a v) 
averaged over a Mutwell-Boltzmann distribution. 
reactions at etellar  temperature^, it is conventional and convenient t o  
represent the cross section ( in  the center of mass frame) by (Burbldge, 
Burbidge, Fouler, and Eoyle 1957; Cameron 1963; Fouler and VOgl 1964) 
is the interaction crosa section times the relative velocity 
In analyzing non-resonant 
where the exponential factor represents the Oemow penetration factor, an8 
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0 .  . Here, mA is the reduced mass of the colliding nuclei, %be reaction rate  
P is therefore proportianal t o  an integral of the form 
. , 
4 2 )  
a0 
I - 1 d,E S(E) exp - (E/kT + bE (3) 
0 
: . . 
The usual evaluation (Caughlan and Fowler 1962; Fowler and i ’ogl 
1964) of I ir accompllehad by representing 8 in Eq. (3) by a tx>-cI rm power 
series about E equals zero and replacing the exponential by a Giustian 
centered a t  an energy Eo choeen euch that the exponent, E/kT + b/fiJ’, 
extremum. Instead of making approximations with I In the farm given by 
Eq, (S), w e  shall first rewrite I in a form #at permits a power series 
expanelon In a parameter, TO’, that l e  a m d l  for all stellar problems 
I s  BII 
encountered SO far. 
In the ueual n o t a t l a  (brker, BahcaU, an8 Fowler 1964; Fowler and 
i a  em electron screen- factor and 1,s 
where f 
with 
” 
Here, S,f i e  the correction factor which ariees frcm the V a X h t i O n  of 
'A 
'S with energy and the departure of the exponential in Eq. (3) f r o m  a 
Gaussian hapet. M e  explicitly, one can show that 
which hae, of C O U T B ~ ,  the form indicated in Eq. (3) . 
factors have been chosen far simplicity in the f W  anewer. 
The bracketed 
The quantity T, defined by Eq. (4b), is large ( t y p i w  15 t o  40) 
for a l l  nan-reeonant nuclear reactione of Interest (p-p chain, CNO bi-cycle, 
etc.) . we therefore expreee SeH a8 a power series in T-l. Thie may be 
accomplished by the substitution (motivated by 8crlpeter'e treatment of the 
p7p reaction, 8alpeter 1952): 
Inserting the ab- definition of u In Eq. (5) , one finds 
00 
= (S T)-42 du (eXp - U2)(eXp + [(2U3/3)(T/' + u)-'] 
4 2  
%ff 
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( T112 + U) 8( Eo ( 1 + T -'I2 u ) ~ )  du . ( 7 )  
Since e* << Tol, sefi can be readily evaluated as a power eerie8 in 
T 
-1 by replaclng the lower l i m i t  ob the integral In Eq. ( 7 )  by infinity and 
Taylor eeriee in u about u equals zero, !he eucceseive terme am be 
2 
-pea in descmditq integral parera at T ( m i n c e  e* 
t ian of u). I 
ie' an even f~mc- 
,'. 
. '  
where 
and 
Note that up to H e r  're, only first and second derivatives of S enter 
In Mer to relate the above expression far Set, to the usual 
fern*& ( C w g h h ~  mil Fader 2962; k k e r ,  Bahcall, and Fowler 1964) , one 
must express the relevant quantities in terms of their values at E equal&! 
zero (not Eo). 
- 
E one does so, there I s  no g priori assurance thaz, to  
order 'rD1, only first and 'secund derivatives of S are Important . However, 
this I s  a plausible assumption and l a  necessary in order to obtain a nut 
too compUcated formula. We find (neglect* all derivatives higber than 
the secaad derivative) : 
P ( 0 )  E, i- S " ( 0 )  $ 3 2  
+ s( 0)  Sef = s(0) 
h 
- 
(Ed2 + kT) 
- 
E the last term in .Eq.  (sb) I s  set equal t o  %em, them the abm expree- 
aim reduces to the usually quotsd f ~ n u ~ h  
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